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Code 
A 
B 
C 
IJ 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 

Rock type 
Kenya trachyte 
Olduvai basalt 

Table 1 

Olduvai trachyandesite 
N airob! basalts 
Rungwe lavas 
Kerichwa tuffs 
llasalts and phonalites 
Turkana lavas 
Ethiopian lavas 

Declination, DO 

12±7 
5±1 

359±3 
359±5 
16±16 
12±11 
7±13 
2±3 
3±7 

Reference 
4 
5 
6 
3,7 
4 
4 
4 
3 
8 

a clockwise rotation cannot, however, be drawn until 
the errors and uncertainties associated with each de
termination are known_ 

In discussing the rotation, Girdler uses the palaeo
declination or azimuth of Nairobi. This quantity can be 
obtained from the original authors' data, for it is virtually 
identical with the declination of the mean palaeomagnetic 
direction of the rock unit concerned. In most cases the 
original data also include the cir?le. of co~denc~ (IX •• ) 
of the mean direction. Where thIS IS not gIven, It can 
usually be calculated from the data. If the J?e~n dir~ction 
and the circle of confidence are known, It IS a sImple 
matter to find whether the direction is significantly dif
ferent from that predicted by the geocentric axial dipole 
hypothesis, and thus to find whether or not. the results 
imply movement of some sort_ ~hen rotatlO~ alone IS 
being considered, Irving and Tarlmg' have pomted out 
that the relevant quantities are the declination (D) and 
its error, which is given by 1X.5 sec I, where I is the in
clination. 

Proceeding in this way, I have constructed Table 1 
(corresponding to Girdler's Table I) showing the declina
tion and its error for each of the nine Tertiary results. 
The data used are taken either direct from the original 
authors or from calculations based on the original data 
made by Raja et al_ 3. In several cases, w~ere unit weight 
was assigned to samples rather than to SItes or flows, the 
error is probably underestimated. 

It can be seen that in only four of the nine cases does 
the declination differ significantly from true north (D = 0), 
and the evidence for a significant rotation depends on 
these cases alone. This approach, using the statistical 
properties of the palaeomagnetic data, is always us~fu.l, 
but it would be wrong to regard it as complete. For It IS 
also necessary to enquire whether the sampling is such as 
to average out secular variation. Only when this condition 
is satisfied can a "rotation" be regarded as established, 
and even then one may prefer to interpret it as a movement 
of the palaeo-pole rather than as a continental rotation. 

In this case it is probable that only three of the rock 
formations (D, Hand 1) have been sampled adequately. 
Of those showing significant rotations, the Kenya trachyte 
(A) is represented by four flows, the Olduvai basalt (B) 
by only one flow and the Rungwe lavas (E) by three 
flows_ The Kerichwa tuffs (F) seem to have been sampled 
at only two sites. In none of these cases can it be assu~e? 
that secular variation has been averaged out. Indeed, It IS 
more likely that the deviations from true north shown here 
are directly due to the effects of secular variatio.n. 

The difficulty is that most of the results aVailable for 
the Tertiary of Mrica are those given by Nairn'. in. a 
paper which does not pretend to be more than a prehmm
ary survey of the field. 

More detailed work was initiated some years ago at 
this laboratory, and a large body of data collected .by 
Dr A. E. Mussett, Mr P. K. S. Raja and Mr T. A. ReIlly 
is now being prepared for publication. A total of 168 
sites covering a time from the Upper Miocene to the 
present was sampled in East Africa. It is be~ie:,ed that 
the number and spread of sites are such as to elImmate the 
disturbing effects of secular variation, and the results 
should therefore provide a more substantial base for 
conclusions about continental movements than do the 
figures available. Full details of these new re~ults will 
be published elsewhere, but prehmmary ealculatlOns sug
gest that there has been no significant movement of the 
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palaeomagnetic pole relative to Africa for the past 
7 x 10· yr. 

Finally, it is worth noting that McElhi~my et al.· have 
prepared a review of all palaeo~agnetIC . results from 
Mrica. The review presents a shghtly dIfferent polar 
wander path for the Phanerozoic <?f Africa ?ased on more 
extensive work than that summarIzed by GIrdler. 
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Drifting and Rifting of Africa 
THE purpose of my recent article! was to bring together 
various geophysical data rel~ting ~o the development 
and evolution of the East AfrIcan rIft system_ I do not 
deduce a clockwise rotation of Africa from palaeomagnetic 
data alone as Brock presumes in the previous co,m
munication. All I say is ". _ _ there is some suggestlOn 
of a change in direction of rotation of Africa ... consistent 
with the interpretation of the magnetIC anomalIes over 
the Red Sea ... " and the question mark in Fig. 5 empha
sizes this. I also discussed the difficulty of separating 
polar wander from contine~t~l movem.ent. 

I am fully aware of the IllmtatlOns gIven. ~y Brock, ~mt 
it was obviously impossible to make a crItICal appraisal 
of each set of palaeomagnetic data in an article of thIS 
kind. Of course one should examine each set of data as 
Brock suggests, but one should also inquire why it is that 
eight of the nine azimuths for the Tertiary are of the same 
sign (declination east of north) whereas all the aZlmu~hs 
for rocks of age 110 to 250 X 106 yr are of OpposI~e SIgn 
(declination west of north). Brock states .t~at eIght .of 
the nine sets of palaeomagnetic results exhIbIt clockWIse 
rotations of between 0° and 16°, but this is not my deduc
tion. The point is that since 110 x 10· yr ago Africa 
rotated anticlockwise and, because eight of the nine results 
have declination east of north, the possibility exists that 
Africa rotated anticlockwise to a point beyond the present 
north azimuth (D = 0) for Nairobi (Fig_ 5). Some time 
during the Tertiary or Quaternary or both: therefore, 
there might have been a subsequent clockwIse rotatlOn 
for Africa to reach its present orientation. 

It must be remembered that all this assumes that 
continental movement is more important than polar 
wander for the interpretation of virtual magnetic poles. 
Regarding this, it should be I.Ioted that further palaeo
magnetic results' for late Tertiary an~ Quaternary ro?ks 
from South Arabia give westerly aZImuths contrastmg 
with the easterly azimuths for African. rocks and t~us 
suggesting that continental movement I.S the mor~ I~
portant_ This may not. be so, b?t the mt~rpretatlOn IS 
seemingly consistent WIth the mterpretabon of other 
geophysical data for the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden. 
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